This paper examined the effect of the difference between the temperature of the two end of the body exposed to transient conduction heat transfer on the inception of thermal sensitivity and at different distances from the hot end of the sample. The study was based on the selection of a sample with a length of 15 cm and a fixed height of 1 cm. Four materials with different thermal properties were selected. One end of the model was exposed to three different temperatures (75, 125, and 175) o C. The other end of the sample was placed under a convection heat transfer at 25 o C. To adopt an inception indicator of thermal sensitivity of the sample when exposed to transient heat transfer, (26) o C was used because it is the nearest temperature to the initial condition of the sample. Four points were selected on different distance from hot end along the sample. The hot end temperature was also adopted as an indicator to measure the effect of the temperature difference for two body ends as the other end is subject to constant transient heat transfer. Determine the effect of the temperature difference between two body ends exposed to transient heat transfer on the inception of thermal sensitivity is study target.
1-Introduction
Because of the difficulty of providing tools and conditions to measuring transient heat transfer. Therefore, we note the number of researches implemented to solve this problem mathematically much more than those that deal with the same problem in practice This work was interested to studying the variables affecting the thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) for the model of transient heat transfer exhibition.
Many of theoretical research's, which dealt with the study of unstable heat transfer problems.
The results of one research showed that increasing the temperature difference between ends of any sample exposed to transient heat transfer would increase the sample temperature at steady state case and reduce the time needed to reach steady state case, but the thermal diffusivity effect of any material was the opposite of the temperature difference [1] . Additional study showed the effect of sample length was very small on the thermal initiation time for deferent thermal diffusivity materials [2] . A new search presentation that increasing the thermal diffusivity of any sample exposed to transient heat transfer would decrease the sample temperature at steady state case and increase the time needed to reach steady state case [3] .
By the steady-state 1-D Fourier heat conduction theory under Dirichlet's boundary conditions, In one research was conducted thermal analyses of radially graded were done theoretically for an infinite cylindrical and a spherical vessel. The distribution of temperature and heat flow in the radial direction given by the mathematical analysis solution of differential equations as a closed model. The results obtained may be used directly in some thermal Applications and optimization [4] . By a previous study a mathematical solution for anisotropic unstable heat conduction were applied in a truncated composite conical shell. Accurate solution of equation was obtain by means of an integral transform in angular direction and the transferred heat equation was solve using method of variables separation. The analytical results were compared with the solution of the different method of the second-order to confirm the validity of it. That solution has industrial applications [5] . Anisotropic conductive heat transfer in a composite cylindrical shell was solve by an exact analytical method. Through mathematical analysis, temperature distribution can be observed in axial and transient directions. Variables separation method and Fourier series were adopted to determine unknown coefficients in the final solution. The obtained analytical results correspond well with the solved numerical results, but it is agree with the few pertinent industrial cases [6] . A new study has simplified the MTPS as a multi-layered plate using a onedimensional unstable heat transfer analysis across the wall. A new analytical approximation method based on the separation of variables and orthogonal expansion technique was used to predict the temperature, taking into account the thermal properties of the materials that depend on the temperature. The method adopts a numerical solution that fully divides the heat transfer process into a number of selected time steps to solve the problem of changing boundary conditions over time [7] .
The method of separating variables was adopted to obtain the temperature distribution through a multi-layered cylinder wall during unstable heat transfer. This solution was applied for any set of boundary conditions. This technique can be used to find temperature distribution over a multi-layer with zero internal radius [8] . Two-dimensional thermal conductivity problems was solve by transforming problem geometry into gradient border coordinates including radial and circumferential coordinates using SBFEM. In analyzing the steady state and transient heat transfer problem the matrix variables calculated from eigenvalue are used to find temperature distribution along the body. SBFEM considered as a simple way for solution the heat conduction problems numerically with non-homogeneous and anisotropic media [9] . Another study offers analytical solutions for the thermal conductivity problems of the limited dimensional media. The applicable boundary conditions are either thermal isolation or isothermal. Fourier transform technique was used with image method as analytical solutions to find both temperature and heat flow throughout the body [10] . In new study, models were propose for transient heat analysis of a multi-layer tube with active heating. Two-points Hermite approximations for integrals procedure was use to improved lumped models in this study. The coupled system of ordinary differential equations for average temperatures in the solids and bulk temperature of the fluid at each point along the pipeline was solved by using an Ordinary Differential Equations [11] .
In order to achieve the best match between the mathematical solution and the practical results in this paper, the appropriate mechanism to determine the number of optimal partitions of the wall thickness was discussed, as well as the possible accuracy of the speed of cooling, in addition to the optimal values of Fourier number. In the practical side, thermal flow was studied in the unstable state on a wall made up of two panels of wood, including extended and medium density polystyrene foam. The results showed that the use of layers with equal thermal diffusion values obtains a uniform distribution of temperature across the wall [12] . Another paper aims to provide very accurate analytical solutions when using small values of time to calculate transient heat in two-dimensional Cartesian finite bodies. Simple 1-dimension Cartesian finite body's solutions used to obtain very accurate temperature and heat flow values at any point in the body to avoid long integration [13] . An accurate analytical solution for unsteady state conduction heat transfer by in multilayer cylindrical composite layers was provided through a new study. Was the solution is suitable for more general linear boundary conditions consisting of thermal conductivity and radiative convection. To use the frequency instead of time domain in solution, Laplace transformation was used. A suitable Fourier transformation was derived using the Storm-Liouville theory. The mathematical results were compared with practical examples to investigate the ability of the mathematical solution to solve a wide range of steady and transient heat transfer problems [14] .Unsteady state heat transfer was studied through fins of different shapes. Thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficients were assumed associated with temperature. The results of this assumption gave a nonlinear relationship. The original partial differential equation has been solved numerically. Fin shape and the heat transfer coefficient on the temperature distribution were studied [15] . The problem of transient conduction heat transfer by through a three-dimensional wall was solved by employing eigenfunctions. Its results were compared with the solution that obtained from the numerical solution of finite difference. Depending on the solution results, a formula was developed to solve heat transfer across a wall containing n-layers [16] .
Previous studies dealt the practical and theoretical methods for transient heat transfer during solid bodies and discussed the variables affecting the results of that transport. This research focused on the study of a number of variables affecting in solid object exposed to transient heat transfer in inception of thermal sensitivity, across a different points along that body. The most important of which is the effect of temperature difference between its two sides of body. Ansys program was use in this study. To study the effect of the change in temperature of the hot side of sample exposed to heat transfer at transient case on the inception of thermal sensitivity(I.T.S) of its and at different distances from the hot side, the ANSYS-14 program was used for this purpose. Four materials with different thermal properties were chosen (Aluminum, Glass-Fiber Quilt, Expanded Polystyrene and Hardboard (Standard)). A parallelogram sample with dimensions (length = 15 cm, height = 1 cm) was used in the search. One aspect of the sample was exposed to three different temperatures (75,125 and 175 ° C), while the other side of the sample was exposed to convection heat transfer at 25 ° C. It was assumed that the heat transfer was only through the sample length (one dimension), there was no heat generation in the sample, and it was assumed that the other aspects of the sample were thermally isolated. 
2-Research proceedings

Figure (1) Specifications of the research sample
T=75 o C Aluminum T=125 o C Aluminum T=175 o C Aluminum T =75 o C Glass-Fiber Quilt T =125 o C Glass-Fiber Quilt T =175 o C Glass-Fiber Quilt T =75 o C Expanded Polystyrene T =125 o C Expanded Polystyrene T =175 o C Expanded Polystyrene T =75 o C Hardboard (Standard) T =125 o C Hardboard (Standard) T =175 o C Hardboard (Standard)
Figure(2) Images from Ansys Program for Temperature Distribution of Samples
3-Results Discussion:
There are many factors were effecting on the heat transfer for anybody exposed to thermal load in transient case such as the difference in temperatures between the sides of body which represent the thermal force to heat transfer and thermal properties of material which describe by thermal diffusivity that represent the ability of this material to heat conduction. Additional factor is the heat transfer distance where it's proportional inversely with heat transfer. Figure 3 illustrated the affecting variables on thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I).
When other variables are constant, with decreasing the thermal diffusivity, the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) will increases. The affecting of hot side temperature to the time of inception of thermal sensitivity temperature inversely. While the relationship between the amount of distance from the hot side with the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) is positive.
Through the shapes and values shown in each case, we observe that the thermal diffusivity has an influence on the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) much more than the effect of the distance from the heating source.
The hot side temperature, which expresses the thermal driving force, did not show its effect on the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) at the high values of thermal diffusivity, but its effect was clearly shown at the low thermal diffusivity values. Another observation, the increasing in hot side temperature has a slight effect on increasing the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I), predominantly at the elevated values of thermal diffusivity, but this effect increases with a drop of thermal diffusivity values.
Figure 4. Effect thermal diffusivity on the inception of thermal sensitivity
From table 3. We can observe that the ratio between the Thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I) at any thermal diffusivity to the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) at any other value of thermal diffusivity was be equivalent, And these ratio remain equalizes with change the distance from hot side and its temperature.
So we can form a general perception that is the ratio between (T. S.I) at any thermal diffusivity to the (T. S.I) at any other thermal diffusivity is equalizes to the inverse ratio between thermal diffusivity of the two cases. Figure 5 . relationship between thermal diffusivity and thermal sensitivity inception Figure 5 shows the effect of thermal diffusivity on Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I).
In the figure, thermal diffusivity impact is very little on the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) at the points near the hot side, and this effect increases by moving away from the hot side.
We also note that increasing the temperature of the hot side reduces the Thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I).
From the curves in figure 5 . In addition, depending on the Excel program was obtained a number of mathematical equations express a power relationship, can be conceptualized in the following general relationship.
. . ( . ) ≅ * … … (3)
The exponent value (n) was very close to (4.8), while the value of (C) ranged between (0.35-16.26).
4-Conclusions
1. The time of thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I) will increases with decreasing the thermal diffusivity, When other variables are constant. Where the rate of increment up to 900 times between the highest and the lowest thermal diffusivity.
2. The hot side temperature has inversely effect on the time of thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I).
Where the increment percentage in (T.S.I) about 87% when the hot side temperature decrease from 175°C to 75°C when the distance 3 cm from the hot side. but this increment in (T.S.I) decrease by moving away from the hot side to reach 40% at distance 12cm from the hot side.
3. Relationship between the amounts of distance from the hot side with the Thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I) is positive.
4. Thermal diffusivity has an influence on the Thermal sensitivity inception (T. S.I) much more than the rest of the variables such as distance from the hot side and its temperature.
5. Two equations has been derived to calculate the Thermal sensitivity inception (T.S.I) for any solid material with a known thermal diffusivity depending on the thermal data of any other material.
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